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OLD AGE? NOT AS MOBILE AS YOU’D LIKE?
CCC ARE GOING TO MAKE
YOU LAUGH ABOUT IT!!
By Christina Roper, Clarion Reporter
There are more octogenarians walking
around in the 21st century than the total
amount of all those who lived during
previous centuries! That official fact takes
some sinking in - but yes, we are all living
longer. But with old age comes inevitable
problems, the old joints and other bits we
were born with often don’t work as well –
causing mobility problems.
When Wolstanton based Castle Comfort
Centre was formed at the end of the last
century it wasn’t long before the company
began to claim that they could “often do
more for people than doctors can”.
Dr Neil Stirling of Castle Comfort
explained, “The medical profession’s
treatment is often based on science and
advances in these fields are undoubtedly
helping us all to live longer. “But there are
scores of chronic conditions that simply
cannot be cured, arthritis, joint and back
problems etc – the list is very long. “People
come into our showrooms often depressed
that they have been put on stronger pain
killers, or simply told that they are ‘getting
on’. “CCC cannot cure these problems but
the availability of modern tangible and

attractive products means they can be
helped from a comfort and mobility angle.
“Despite it costing money – we can remove
depression, usually make them laugh and
ensure that they go home feeling far better
than if they had walked into the doctor’s
surgery. “We have changed the mentality of
people suffering with incurable problems.
“Old age is to be looked forward to,
enjoyed, and something to be grateful for –
just leave it to us to help with the snags”. Dr
Stirling concluded “There is no better
money spent than on a stairlift, riser
recliner chair, scooter or adjustable bed,
and the thousands of our clients worldwide
continually confirm to us, and tell their
friends –‘CCC can make you happy,
mobile, independent, comfortable….and
Staff at Castle Comfort Stairlifts were
even laugh! Few pills do that!”
delighted to receive a surprise visit from the
Editor’s noteDoctor Stirling is founder of the renowned CAMPAIGN
undoubtedly the best person around to FOR COURTESY. The Reverend Ian
make these comments. His family Gregory needs little introduction to many
became clients of CCC several years ago Clarion readers as this most highly
and despite very nearly reaching respected member of the clergy has
octogenarian
status
himself, appeared countless times on television and
involvement at Wolstanton means his in the press. Almost two decades have been
knowledge of the benefits of available dedicated to single-handedly pioneering the
products is vast.
way to ensuring that good manners and
politeness do not disappear totally from our
society.

CCC’S COURTESY CALL

NOW VISIT US ON

www.stairliftcartoons.com
and when you have stopped laughing …
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Ian, of course, is far too young, fit and
healthy to require any of Castle Comfort’s
products or services…. yet couldn’t resist a
ride on a stairlift, after all – who knows
what may be needed after the next two
decades!

go to www.castlecomfortcentre.com to link to:
• CCC STAIRLIFTS • PENSIONERS CLUB
• FIND A DENTIST, CHIROPODIST,
ALTERNATIVE THERAPIST
OR PRIVATE DOCTOR
• SURF THE NHS WEBSITE
Visit REMPLOY, THE PENSION SERVICE
and NURSES/OTs…
DON’T MISS YOUR GUIDE TO JOBS!

www.castlecomfortcentre.com

Pictured, as courteous as ever The Reverend Ian Gregory. (Thank you)

